FESTIVALS
Obama’s annual event calendar befits
its rich cultural heritage, with many
festivals testament to the city’s age-long
connection with Kyoto and Nara. Both
Shinto and Buddhist beliefs present
themselves in various rituals, and visitors
are welcome to observe and participate!
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A fire and water ritual with a uniquely rich and solemn atmosphere, Omizu Okuri is
one of Obama’s largest annual festivals, held in early spring on March 2nd. This ritual’s
name means “the sending of water”, and its purpose is to “send” sacred water to the
Wakasa Well underneath the Nigatsu-dō hall in Tōdai-ji temple for Nara’s famous
Omizutori ceremony on March 12th. One legend says that when the monk Jitchū built
Nigatsu-dō in the 8th century, he called together all the gods to give their blessings in
a great rite dedicated to the Eleven-headed Kannon. However, the deity Onyū Myōjin
from Wakasa was so absorbed in his fishing that he almost missed the service. As an
apology, he promised to give an annual offering of the purest water for Omizutori and
made a spring appear at the spot. The spring water is said to originate from Unose in
Obama.
The main host for the Omizu Okuri festival is
Wakasa Jingū-ji temple, which traces its
history back more than 1,300 years. Initially a
temple-shrine in a syncretic fusion of Shinto
and Buddhism, it was adjunct to Wakasahiko
Shrine under the name Jingan-ji. Now it is a
Tendai sect temple whose principal object
of worship is Yakushi Nyorai, the Medicine
Buddha, believed to also be an incarnation of
Onyū Myōjin. The main hall and temple gate
are both designated as Important Cultural Properties, and on the grounds you will
find a lovely teahouse, an impressive sacred tree, and the well that supplies the water
used in Omizu Okuri.
Rituals begin early at Shimonegori Hachimangū
shrine and continue at Jingū-ji, but the first part
that visitors can watch takes place in front of
Jingū-ji’s main hall from 13:00. In this service, priests
symbolically fire arrows in four cardinal directions to
repeal vengeful spirits, and after that local kyūdō
masters perform an offering of archery skills.

Omizu Okuri Ritual
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The next ceremony takes place at 18:00. A group of yamabushi (ascetic mountain
monks) in white clothes with conch shell trumpets, sacred weapons, gohei wands, and
a container of pure water from Jingū-ji’s temple well enter the main hall, and the
doors close behind them. The general public is not privy to what happens inside, but
can hear the chanting of the head priest praying for the cleansing of karmic sins,
peace throughout the land, and a bountiful harvest. With this rite, the well water
attains holy qualities to become an offering to divine powers.
お 水 送り
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At the sound of conch trumpets, the light of a giant torch dispels the dark. One of the
monks carries out a 7-meter-long torch, taking it to the farthest edges of the temple’s
gallery to purify the grounds, and then the priests and monks descend from the hall,
heading towards the bonfire prepared in the courtyard. The rite proceeds with
purifications by each of the sacred weapon keepers and a sutra chant by the water
bearer, and a tall pillar of smoke rises up, quickly turning into a blaze.
All the participants light their torches from the bonfire, and around 19:30 a majestic
procession departs towards Unose along the Onyū River, their way lit by stationary
fires. Those who wish to actively participate instead of just observing can buy a torch
for ¥1,500 and write their prayer on it before the ceremony starts, and thus the
procession swells to more than a thousand people in total.
The Unose shoal at this time is a truly mystical sight with fire braziers placed here and
there on the riverbank, orange flames reflecting in the flowing water. There is a
second bonfire prepared in this location, and some time past 20:00 the torch
procession files through the torii gate on the bank, and everyone takes their spots
around the pyre. After another purification and a chant that calls together all the
deities, the second bonfire also roars to life.
Around 20:30, a group of monks crosses the
river to the opposite side. There, the head
priest comes forward to the very verge of
Unose’s low cliff and makes a prayer
accompanied by arcane hand gestures,
followed by a reading of the water-sending
scripture. Taking out a sacred sword, he
performs ritual cutting motions to ward off
evil spirits and finally pours the holy water
into the river below as a culmination of the
entire ceremony. In ten days, the water will
reach the Wakasa Well at Nigatsu-dō for
Omizutori. After another prayer chant backed
by the rhythmic ringing of sacred bells, the
monks return to the bonfire, where everyone
concludes the ritual with sacred sake.

Wakasa Jingū-ji Temple ｜ 若 狭 神 宮 寺
〒917-0244 福井県小浜市神宮寺30-4
30-4 Jingū-ji, Obama City
☎ 0770-56-1911
Admission: 9:00 – 16:00, ¥400
(main hall closed February 15th – March 5th)

You can choose to be an observer or an active participant
in this dramatic festival! For photographers, it may be best
to stake out a spot aiming to catch a particular ritual, since
both Wakasa Jingū-ji and Unose sites have a lot to offer.
A word of advice: be careful of the flying sparks!
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Unose｜ 鵜の瀬
〒917-0246 福井県小浜市下根来
Shimonegori, Obama City
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Hōze Matsuri began more than 300 years ago, originating from a ritual of mercy that
involved releasing captured fish and birds back into nature. A colorful parade of floats
was introduced due to the influence of Kyoto’s famous Gion Matsuri, and after
merging with the local Hachiman Shrine’s annual festivities it became what is now the
largest autumn festival in the old Wakasa region. Rich and colorful festival floats,
nimble dancers in shishi lion costumes, musicians playing ōdaiko drums in energetic
rhythms, and sacred kagura performers move through the city, every act serving as
dedication to the shrine’s deity.
A total of 24 local neighborhoods take turns showcasing their floats and productions,
with 12 going live each year. A brightly decorated mikoshi or a smaller portable shrine
proudly travels the distance from its otabisho (temporary resting point) back towards
the main shrine, and all the other participants of the parade visit Hachiman Shrine to
pray and proceed on their way throughout the day. All of this makes Hōze Matsuri a
great chance to see various traditional performing arts and all the features of a
Japanese festival, and you shouldn’t forget the food stalls!

Mikoshi
Only one mikoshi takes part in the festival parade, presented by the Katori
neighborhood. The current version was assembled from parts harvested from two old
Hachiman Shrine mikoshi and newer, shiny materials made possible through
community donations. The mikoshi makes several trips between the stone torii gate
and the wooden torii gate of the shrine, making a powerful dash along the last
stretch. Some say it is because the deity does not want to leave the fun festival to go
back home, but still decides to return in the end. On the way around the city, the
carriers never simply pass a crossroad, instead moving the mikoshi forwards and back,
left and right, and making three upward swings at the headquarters of each ward. On
the second day of the festival, the head priest holds a special service in the square in
front of the Machi no Eki Asahiza building. On years when the mikoshi is not in action,
a smaller portable shrine takes its place.

Festival Floats

Hōze Matsuri Festival
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The dashi (festival floats) are two-storied and bear an obvious resemblance to those
built for Kyoto’s Gion Matsuri festival. Decorated with intricate wooden carvings,
golden embellishments, carefully embroidered tapestries, and paper lanterns, each
float has two drummers on the small “stage” at the front and flutists playing
traditional songs on the upper level. Everyone practices very hard throughout the
summer to be at their best for the festival days! Adult participants in colorful robes
pull the floats along the route, fascinating the onlookers with their coordination. Pay
special attention to the Asuka float for its unique kids’ performance!
放生祭
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Shishi Dance
Groups of performers in shishi costumes and masks decorated with the longest and
glossiest rooster feathers do a traditional dance accompanied by drums and flutes.
Depending on the group, the shishi can be young or old, male or female, but they all
dance spiritedly to every tune. This fascinating tradition dates back to the Meiji period,
and visitors would be remiss if they didn’t find time to admire the skills and passion of
the dancers.

Ōdaiko Drums
Playing a traditional drum is more than just producing a compelling technical beat! It
is also about posture, form and movement, the grip of the drumsticks, and colorful
outfits. Ōdaiko drum performances are accompanied by bright umbrellas, swinging
poles, and acrobatic tricks that are quite a show by themselves! Performers switch
from the tiniest little girl to the most experienced drummer, and visitors get an
opportunity to enjoy every rhythm.

Kagura
At Hōze Matsuri, kagura performers play a variety of songs on their drums and flutes,
each neighborhood boasting its own traditional tunes and rhythms, plus a special song
performed when they enter Hachiman Shrine with their dedications. Most of the kagura
participants wear bright yellow robes and distinctive wide-brimmed hats draped in red
and adorned with an assortment of dangling charms, and the small stages for the
drummers feature traditional gilded roofs and red paper lanterns. Young girls from the
Shirahige neighborhood solemnly perform Miko no Mai, a unique shrine maiden dance
on the stage of Hachiman Shrine or Machi no Eki Asahiza, depending on the year.

Yatai Stalls
A colorful collection of food stalls along the
Hamasandō and other streets leading to
Hachiman Shrine offers a variety of savory
and sweet festival foods, as well as chilled
fruit, drinks, shaved ice, and innumerable
other goodies. Entertaining games are also
available for children and adults alike, and if
you get tired, you can take a breather and
recharge around Machi no Eki Asahiza for
another turn of the festival fun!
There is so much to see at Hōze Matsuri! Make sure to pick
up a festival pamphlet with a map and performance time
schedule so you won’t miss a thing!

Hachiman Shrine ｜ 八 幡 神 社
〒917-0052 福井県小浜市小浜男山10
10 Obama Otokoyama, Obama City
☎ 0770-52-1935
Admission: Free
https://hoze-matsuri.jp/
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